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Grand Pacific Health is a not-for-profit, primary health care organisation
- providing locally-tailored, high quality services.
We focus on physical health, mental health, youth health, Aboriginal
health & chronic disease management.
Our vision is for equitable health care - where access to affordable,
quality and culturally appropriate health services, does not depend on
where you live, or your background.
This book contains a collection of stories from some of our patients and
consumers, across various programs.
We hope it helps others understand what services are available and
inspires them to pursue their own recovery journey.
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“BEING TOLD THAT I

NO LONGER HAVE A
DISORDER MAKES ME
FEEL A HUGE SENSE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT
BECAUSE I KNOW
THAT WITH KATES
HELP, I HAVE WORKED
THROUGH IT AND CAN
GET ON WITH MY LIFE.
I AM NOW ABLE TO DO
THE THINGS THAT ONCE
SCARED THE LIVING
DAYLIGHTS OUT OF ME
AND I ACTUALLY ENJOY
MEETING NEW
PEOPLE.”

AIMEE’S
STORY

Pictured: Jodie & Aimee

Aimee comes across as a confident, bubbly and friendly teenager. It would come
as a surprise to anyone that she once struggled to communicate with strangers.
According to Aimee she had always dreaded situations outside her comfort zone
like catching an unfamiliar bus or talking to a shopkeeper but she realised she
really wanted to seek help for this following an incident earlier this year…
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Aimee was outside of her comfort zone, she was doing her Year 10 work experience week in Sydney,
figuring out transport and working in an environment that didn’t feel very supportive. She made a
mistake and instantly felt overwhelmed as her self-esteem lowered and the feelings of self-doubt
increased. She couldn’t breathe, she was shaking and crying and didn’t know what to do. She called her
mum and simply said; “I think I need help.”
From there, her mum Jodie made a call to headspace. Aimee was then asked to have an over the phone
assessment with Kate – a Psychologist at headspace Nowra. This was a big step for Aimee but she
describes feeling immediately at ease with Kate. Aimee had an appointment with a GP and received a
Mental Health Care Plan before starting fortnightly sessions with Kate.
After undergoing an assessment, Aimee was diagnosed with Anxiety and Panic Disorder. She actually felt
relieved by the diagnosis at the time – taking comfort from the fact that what she was experiencing was
real and treatable. Aimee and Kate began to work on strategies in their sessions to help cope with
stressful situations, practising things like self-talk, breathing exercises and muscle squeezes known as
‘Progressive Muscle Relaxation’.
Over time they also worked through an exposure hierarchy, starting with the things Aimee found easy to
do and working up to the things she found harder - building her confidence to take on more each time.
Aimee is now proud to say that following another assessment, she no longer has an anxiety or panic
disorder and while she acknowledges that she still sometimes feels anxious, like any person does from
time to time, she is confident in using the strategies she has learnt to de-escalate a stressful situation.
“Being told that I no longer have a disorder makes me feel a huge sense of accomplishment because I
know that with Kates help, I have worked through it and can get on with my life. I am now able to do the
things that once scared the living daylights out of me and I actually enjoy meeting new people,” said
Aimee.
Aimee says her friends and family have noticed a change in her, her best friend Alannah came with her to
one session and regularly checks in with her. She also had a family session with her mum and dad where
she was able to talk about the things that make her feel anxious at home.
Aimee encourages any young person who is feeling overwhelmed with their emotions to reach out to
headspace:
“You’re not alone, your voice is valid and it will be listened to.”
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FAY &
COL’S STORY
Both in their early 70’s, Fay & Col were coping relatively well throughout 2018 until Fay was diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes
after a sudden loss of weight. Neither were prepared for what was about to unfold in the months that followed...
Being admitted to hospital four times in five months is not the way Fay had planned on starting 2019. Nonetheless, she
was hospitalised with; complications from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), contracting an unknown
virus, (which doctors at first were unsure how to treat), severe pain in her back (diagnosed as fractures to the
spine caused by Osteoporosis) and Pneumonia.
During her final hospital stay she also contracted Golden Staph infection. To make life even more difficult, it was
necessary for her to be placed on permanent home oxygen 24 hours a day to assist her breathing.
On returning home, Fay again suffered a setback, contracting another viral infection and was placed on a course of
intravenous anti-biotics administered daily by the pain management team from Milton Hospital. The course was to
last fourteen days and was not only designed to keep her out of hospital but to prevent her contracting any further
infections. She was also visited by the Palliative Care Pain Management team from David Berry Hospital, who provided
ongoing advice on managing pain and the administration of morphine as required.
Continually plagued by these viral infections and severe pain problems, together with the loss of weight, she was
feeling fatigued and unable to carry out normal daily household domestic chores like shopping, cooking, & general
housework. Furthermore, it restricted her social life to almost zero.
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“OUR HEARTFELT THANKS
GO OUT TO KARIN AND
AUDREY, WHO WITHOUT
THEIR HELP, CARE AND
UNDERSTANDING WE
WOULD HAVE SUNK
EVEN FURTHER INTO THE
DEPTHS OF DESPAIR,”

With Colin now fully in charge of the domestics, despite suffering from COPD himself, as well as peripheral neuropathy
and diabetes, they were battling on until he developed Carpal Tunnel Syndrome in both hands. The extreme pain and
numbness meant he was unable to cook or prepare meals - or even shower himself properly. They were now in dire
straits and in need of some urgent assistance. Both could see their lifestyles as they knew them, crumbling before their
very eyes in the space of a few short months.
Karin from Grand Pacific Health’s Connecting Care Team, visited the couple in their home and made the decision to
contact ‘My Aged Care’ on their behalf. A home assessment was then carried out by Audrey from the Aged Care
Assessment Team (ACAT), who made recommendations that a priority home care package be put in place for both of
them as soon as possible. In the interim, Audrey contacted Meals on Wheels and also arranged for Baptist Care to assist
Col with his showering.
“Our heartfelt thanks go out to Karin and Audrey, who without their help, care and understanding we would have sunk
even further into the depths of despair,” said Col.
“Special thanks also to Nick from Shoalhaven Hospital Respiratory Coordinated Care Program for his help and advice to
Fay on the best way to manage her oxygen intake at home and to the staff at Shoalhaven Hospital, the Palliative Care
Pain Management Unit David Berry Hospital and Milton Hospital,” added Col.
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MENS CAMP
“THE MEN ENJOYED

LEARNING THINGS LIKE
TOOL MAKING, ART,
HUNTING AND
GATHERING SKILLS,
BUSH TUCKER AND
MEDICINE, TRADITIONAL
DANCE, COOKING
TRADITIONAL AND
ORGANIC FOOD AND
BEING PART OF
YARNING CIRCLES.
WHEN THEY DID THESE
ACTIVITIES, THEY FELT
A STRONG SENSE OF
BELONGING –
SOMETHING MANY
WHO HAVE
EXPERIENCED
ISOLATION HAVEN’T
FELT FOR A LONG TIME”
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Pictured: Dan, Mark, Michael, Rod, Glen, Uncle Noel, Gareth, and Adam

Sadly, the Ulladulla region experiences relatively high rates of male suicide –
among the highest in NSW.
A spike several years ago prompted action by a group of community health
workers, who put their heads together to come up with some local strategies.
One of the initiatives that came out of this, was an annual Men’s Camp hosted by local Aboriginal elder Uncle Noel Butler and his wife Aunty Trish
Butler on their beautiful property south of Ulladulla.
The core focus of the Camp was to bring men together who have
struggles in their lives such as mental illness, to help them find answers
within themselves spiritually, mentally, physically and emotionally - in a safe
and supportive environment.
Over the years, men from all walks of life who have participated have learned
valuable lessons from each other, formed connections and experienced a
range of positive outcomes.
In 2018, a shortfall in funding meant the camp may not go ahead until
Grand Pacific Health offered to sponsor it. In 2019, GPH funded the camp for
local HASI participants to attend and plan to expand on this next year.
HASI Support Worker Troy Pease says the three-day event was held in May,
2019.
“GPH’s Gareth, George, Adam, Michael and I attended part, or all of the camp,
to support our participants.”
“The men enjoyed learning things like tool making, art, hunting and
gathering skills, bush tucker and medicine, traditional dance, cooking
traditional and organic food and being part of yarning circles. When they did
these activities, they felt a strong sense of belonging – something many who
have experienced isolation haven’t felt for a long time,” added Troy.
Guest speakers were also invited to present on topics of interest.
“During the camp some men struggled with personal issues that have been
affecting them in their lives but when this was observed in the group, the
others would lift this person up and be a source of encouragement to them,”
noted George.
Part of the camp involves hiking to some extremely large trees on the Butlers
property. The men describe this as a very emotional experience – the sheer
size of the trees and the peace found within nature helps put things into
perspective for many. Imagining the root system that must support these
trees is equally meaningful but it’s also the site of a traditional Aboriginal
meeting place. There is a natural circle in the landscape making it an ideal
spot and offers a gentle reminder to all who visit that we were never meant
to be alone but we were created for community.

“GPH’S GARETH,

GEORGE, ADAM,
MICHAEL AND I
ATTENDED PART,
OR ALL OF THE CAMP,
TO SUPPORT OUR
PARTICIPANTS.”

“DURING THE

CAMP SOME MEN
STRUGGLED WITH
PERSONAL ISSUES
THAT HAVE BEEN
AFFECTING THEM
IN THEIR LIVES BUT
WHEN THIS WAS
OBSERVED IN THE
GROUP, THE OTHERS
WOULD LIFT THIS
PERSON UP AND BE
A SOURCE OF
ENCOURAGEMENT
TO THEM”
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Louise first connected with Grand Pacific Health
(GPH) in 2018 when she accessed counselling
services after experiencing severe anxiety and
moderate depression following the Tathra
bushfires. It began to impact on her ability to
function and was compounded by some significant
family issues that arose during this time. The stress
triggered psychosis for Louise who then required
hospitalisation and further support from
Community Mental Health services.
Louise was then referred to GPH’s Integrated
Recovery Service for further support. The IRS team
offered weekly sessions with Louise. During more
challenging periods in her recovery, the IRS team
also met with Louise and her husband. Individual
sessions consisted of supportive counselling,
psychoeducation and building advocacy skills
regarding her ongoing family issue. Louise and
Claudia (the IRS Peer Worker), carried this work on
in between clinical appointments with Helena (the
Mental Health Clinician).
“We also worked together on practical tasks such as
getting out of the house and developing routines,”
said Claudia.
“Louise has put a lot of effort in to her recovery
and has found ways to apply everything she is
learning,” added Claudia.

Louise is now more able to take actions towards
her goals. She has developed her communication
skills, allowing her to voice her own wants and
needs during recovery. She continues to work on
anxiety management skills and is beginning to
explore more ways to keep herself well. Louise is
also taking more control over her self-care,
maintaining appointments and thinking about
other goals to lead the life she would like to live.
“It’s been a process, it hasn’t been easy,” said Louise
“But It’s been nice to have someone to talk to who
understands it all,” added Louise.
Louise recently shared a story with the IRS team
about doing her vacuuming and noticing
persecutory voices. Louise told the team she was
able to recognise them, step away from her task to
do what she needed to do to manage the
experience and then get back to vacuuming.
“This is a huge achievement and was heartwarming to hear,” said Claudia.
“It is a privilege to witness these tangible changes
and shows how effective multi-disciplinary teams
can be,” added Claudia.
Name has been changed at the request of the consumer

LOUISE’S
STORY
Real Stories
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“...IT’S BEEN NICE TO HAVE SOMEONE
TO TALK TO WHO UNDERSTANDS IT ALL”

“WE ARE A NOT FOR PROFIT

ORGANISATION DELIVERING
EQUITABLE HEALTH SERVICES IN
REGIONAL COMMUNITIES SO
WE ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT
WORKING IN AREAS WE ARE
NEEDED THE MOST,”

THE CLONTARF
ACADEMY
Shell Cove Family Health (SCFH) have delivered free
health checks for Indigenous young people who are part
of The Clontarf Academy at Lake Illawarra High School, by
providing a ‘pop up’ clinic for the first time.

Pictured: Dr Toby Jackson

“The checks are a hugely important part of our program
- given that wellbeing is one of our 5 pillars here at the
Academy,” said Glen.

Journey to Health Care Coordinator, Carolynne Leon (CJ),
said the school reached out to SCFH earlier this year:

“Some of the boys were feeling a bit anxious in the lead
up but the team were very friendly and made it easier by
coming to us.”

“The Academy identified a need for young people to get
health advice from a trusted source, have a broad range of
checks and get referrals when necessary.”

“We got some helpful deidentified data out of it so we
know what sort of areas to work on and the parents got a
report over the phone as well,” added Glen.

“It was very surreal heading back into my old high school
each week, but it has been very rewarding,” added CJ.

The feedback has reportedly been good from the
participants, who have been heard telling the others its
nothing to worry about and even been seen trying to
include vegetables into their diet.

SCFH’s Dr Toby Jackson and Nurse Janice Love, were also
part of the team who worked together over 3 full days
to provide health checks to 40 students at no cost to the
participants.
The Clontarf Academy Director Glen Stephen said they are
grateful for the relationship between GPH and The Lake
Illawarra Clontarf Program:
“Not only have The Academy members been provided
with a health check, the follow up care has been amazing.”

“This has been a rewarding and exciting opportunity
for us to build a stronger relationship with our wider
community,” said SCFH Practice Manager Kelly Urbanski.
“We are a not for profit organisation delivering
equitable health services in regional communities so
we are passionate about working in areas we are
needed the most,” added Kelly.
Real Stories
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Neville was referred to Grand Pacific Health’s Connecting Care program following a hospital admission with Cellulitis.
He was visited by Care Coordinator Sue, in his home for an assessment and a discussion about his health goals.
Sue learned that Neville was 62 years old, medically retired and struggling with obesity – weighing in at over 200
kilograms. His wife and adult children were assisting him as much as they could, but Neville had a complex health
history suffering from numerous co-morbidities including; Hypertension, Ischaemic Heart disease, Heart failure,
Diabetes and Osteoarthritis - requiring additional support.
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Neville was a keen football player in his younger years, however this meant later in life he had to undergo
surgery for a right knee replacement, and the left knee now also requires attention said Sue:
“Neville’s mobility has been restricted to about 20 metres due to pain from his knee and shortness of breath.”
“He tried to use a stick when mobilising but didn’t feel safe with that approach,” Sue added.
Neville’s financial situation was also impacting on his ability to access healthcare services and he didn’t have
a Chronic Disease Management Plan. He slept in a chair at night due to his shortness of breath, which didn’t
help things either. An Occupational Therapist from the hospital was in the process of organising a hospital
style bariatric bed, which would enable him to elevate his legs to aid wound healing.
Other issues Sue identified included; ongoing Cellulitis, Oedematous legs and fluid retention, along with
poor diabetic control.
Initial care coordination involved a referral to the Physiotherapy department at Port Kembla hospital for a
mobility assessment and possible exercise/falls prevention program, referral to the Illawarra Heart Failure
Program for exercise and education, GP referral to an Endocrinologist and a Diabetes Educator at Illawarra
Diabetes Centre, as well as putting a Chronic Disease Care plan in place to see a podiatrist for foot care.
Mobility assessments were undertaken by a Physiotherapist in Neville’s home, leading to a fourwheel
walking frame suitable for his weight and a home exercise program being prescribed.
“Neville felt much safer using a frame,” said Sue.
“He now regularly attends all of his appointments for self management, has improved control of his heart
health and diabetes. His leg wounds are now healed, and he is awaiting assessment for a knee replacement
by an orthopaedic surgeon.”
“Neville’s weight has decreased from 215kgs to 179.5kgs and I am so proud of his progress,” added Sue.

“NEVILLE FELT MUCH SAFER USING A FRAME,”
“HE NOW REGULARLY ATTENDS ALL OF HIS APPOINTMENTS FOR

SELF MANAGEMENT, HAS IMPROVED CONTROL OF HIS HEART HEALTH
AND DIABETES. HIS LEG WOUNDS ARE NOW HEALED, AND HE IS AWAITING
ASSESSMENT FOR A KNEE REPLACEMENT BY AN ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON.”
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“MICHAEL WAS ESTRANGED FROM HIS
FAMILY, HAD LIMITED SOCIAL SUPPORT
AROUND HIM AND TRUST WAS A BIT
OF A FACTOR FOR HIM.”

“TOGETHER IT WAS DECIDED THAT

MICHAEL WOULD BENEFIT FROM THE
NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE
SCHEME (NDIS) IF HE WAS DEEMED
ELIGIBLE”

Michael first became involved with Grand Pacific Health’s Connecting Care in the Community Program in late 2018. He
was referred to the program via a Community Support Worker who had assisted him to find suitable housing following
an episode of homelessness. She referred Michael to Connecting Care as she was concerned that he was not managing
his ongoing physical health issues, which included; epilepsy, high blood pressure and chronic back pain. Michael also
had a history of depression and self-harm - with all of these things impacting upon his ability to manage day to day
tasks around the home.
Liz from the Connecting Care team met with Michael spending time getting to know him and to know what sort of
assistance he required:
“Michael was estranged from his family, had limited social support around him and trust was a bit of a factor for him.”
“Together it was decided that Michael would benefit from the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) if he was
deemed eligible,” added Liz.
Real Stories
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MICHAEL’S
STORY
Connecting Care was able to assist Michael with the application process, supported by the expertise of GPH’s
Occupational Therapist who provided a functional report to be included with his application. As the NDIS process is
lengthy and the outcome is uncertain, a referral was made to the Safe and Supported at Home (SASH) program who
immediately initiated services for Michael while he waited to hear from NDIS. Michael was assisted with social support,
shopping and housework which he was very grateful for.
Unfortunately, Michael experienced a significant mental health set-back along the way due to an unexpected family
contact, however he knew to contact Connecting Care who could liaise with his GP and arrange for appropriate
psychological support. Michael’s journey continues, some days are good, some not so good. The outcome of his NDIS
application is still unknown and his mental health recovery continues, yet Michael remains positive in the fact that he
has a team that he can turn to for support, guidance and a listening ear.
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“BILLY REMINDS ME

THAT IT IS WORTH
ADVOCATING AND
COMPLETING REPORTS
FOR PEOPLE IN ORDER
TO SEE THEM AS HAPPY
AND SETTLED AS HE IS.”

BILLY’S
STORY

Pictured: Billy and Fletch

Billy was referred to Illawarra Shoalhaven Partners in Recovery (ISPIR) by the NSW Department of Housing in 2017
with complex needs. Billy had become homeless after the death of his mother and despite being diagnosed with an
Intellectual disability, Bipolar Disorder, Spina Bifida, Agoraphobia, Anxiety and Depression - Centrelink had declined his
Disability Support Pension (DSP) numerous times.
Billy was struggling financially as a result and found it difficult to find suitable accommodation for himself and his
registered companion animal – a dog named ‘Jack’, as well as his parrot ‘Fletch’. It was clear that the death of Billy’s
mum had left a big hole in his life and he was dealing with that grief on top of everything else.
Billy’s ISPIR Support Coordinator immediately set out to get appropriate supports in place for Billy to assist in his
recovery journey. They advocated for him to receive a DSP, which was granted - enabling him to pay all his debts and
buy a car to help him get out and about.
They also linked him with an Occupational Therapist (OT) at Grand Pacific Health (GPH), as well as a Psychologist and
helped him be rehoused into a lovely 1 bedroom unit through the Housing Trust.
He was also supported to apply for the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), which he has now been granted
and is able to access the pain management interventions he needs with his funding.
Billy highly recommends the ISPIR program and its lead agency Grand Pacific Health, for everything they have helped
him achieve and in particular his OT Kellie Simpson.
Kellie describes her experience of working with Billy as rewarding:
“Billy reminds me that it is worth advocating and completing reports for people in order to see them as happy and
settled as he is.”
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The weight continued to build up until he reached 118 kilograms
and was diagnosed with diabetes in 1997.
This led to a series of chronic health problems that he continues to
struggle with now at the age of 74.
Ray heard about the Integrated Team Care program (ITC) at Grand
Pacific Health from a local Community Elder who recommended
the service to him. Ray was ready to make some changes in his
life and needed support to attend Opthalmology appointments in
Sydney – a provider that does not bulk bill. His Care Coordinators
provided support for him to attend these appointments.
He was also given updated information on diabetes management
and the team took care to ensure he was administering his insulin
the right way in order to get the most out of his prescription and
better manage his blood sugar levels.
Ray has also connected with all of the programs run by ITC including
Koori bootcamp, a podiatry clinic at Jerrinja and aqua aerobics.
“It’s quite incredible, when he first came to us he could barely walk
on a walking machine - now he’s doing star jumps in the pool with
a smile on his face and cracking jokes,” said Winsome – a Care
Coordinator with ITC.

RAY’S STORY

Ray battled with depression after an accident in 1987. He
remembers being 85 kilograms at the time and soon put on 10
kilograms from what he describes as ‘emotional eating,’ following
a very rough patch in his life.

“I WOULD HAVE

BEEN SHORTLISTED
FOR DIALYSIS BY
NOW IF IT WASN’T
FOR THESE GUYS
BUT I’M NOT IN THAT
POSITION NOW SO
MY QUALITY OF LIFE
IS MUCH BETTER,”

Ray remarked that he’s more active than he’s ever been:
“My mobility has improved, I have a great routine and
strategies in place to lower my blood pressure when it’s high.”
“I would have been shortlisted for dialysis by now if it wasn’t for
these guys but I’m not in that position now so my quality of life is
much better,” added Ray.
Winsome described Ray as proof of what healthy lifestyle changes
can do to manage chronic health conditions:
“Ray has come such a long way, there was a time where losing
both his legs to diabetes was on the cards but today they look very
different.”
“These days we are concentrating on preventing a fall and
subsequent hospital admission for Ray - understanding that
balance and eyesight are an issue for him.”
“As a result, we are working on leg strength activities and he has
been really proactive in taking these messages onboard and
actioning them, which is great,” added Winsome.

Pictured: Ray
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VANESSA’S STORY
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Pictured: Vanessa

Vanessa is a woman of few words but her paintings say it all...
Vanessa was referred to Grand Pacific Health’s (GPH) Integrated Recovery services (IRS) program with a clear goal of
being able to confidently engage with her community. While she had the supports of a Psychologist and Psychiatrist in
place to help manage anxiety and depression, her social isolation was exacerbating her condition.
“I would go for weeks without seeing a single person,” said Vanessa.
Vanessa first engaged with Phil at GPH who encouraged her to join a local art group as a way of pursuing her passion
for art while meeting new people.
Vanessa was later connected with Sue - a Peer Worker at GPH who she immediately bonded with over their shared
experiences. Sue became a source of hope and inspiration for Vanessa, as she could see how far Sue had come on her
own recovery journey.
Together they walked, talked about Vanessa’s art and practiced techniques like breathing, mindfulness and ‘worry time’
- where they pick a time of day to think about the things that are bothering them and push away those thoughts at any
other time of the day.
Phil describes how Vanessa’s increased social connectedness has impacted on her wellbeing: “It provides a distraction
from her own dark thoughts.”
“When she is interacting with others, Vanessa is not concentrating on her own worries, which otherwise build up to the
point where she catastrophises about the future, hears voices and can at times feel suicidal.” added Phil.
While Vanessa can still experience episodes of anxiety, she is certainly getting out and about more. She now catches up
with people for coffee, goes for walks and regularly attends art group.
Vanessa even painted a picture for GPH representing all the things she has done, the things she has learned and the
people she has met – as a way of expressing her gratitude. She describes what is depicted in a section of this artwork
(pictured left) as her ‘on the other side of her chaos’ with the help of GPH.
Vanessa’s peer worker Sue says the whole experiences has been extremely rewarding: “Vanessa has come so far and I
love hearing the stories she tells through her art.”
“Her hands might sometimes shake with her anxiety but her precision is incredible when a paintbrush is in her hand!”
Added Sue

“VANESSA HAS COME SO FAR AND I LOVE HEARING THE STORIES
SHE TELLS THROUGH HER ART.”
“HER HANDS MIGHT SOMETIMES SHAKE WITH HER ANXIETY BUT HER
PRECISION IS INCREDIBLE WHEN A PAINTBRUSH IS IN HER HAND!”
Real Stories
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REID’S
STORY

Pictured: Reid

“HEADSPACE GAVE ME SO MANY STRATEGIES TO COPE, THEY NEVER SPOKE AT

ME, I WAS ALWAYS INVOLVED IN ANY PLANS AND ALWAYS FELT LIKE MY VOICE WAS
HEARD,”

“IT HAS HELPED MAKE ME WHO I AM TODAY – SOMEONE WHO IS OUT AND PROUD
AND DETERMINED TO HELP OTHERS WHO ARE GOING ON THIS JOURNEY,”
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Reid grew up in a small country town and suffered from anxiety for many years, not fully understanding why.
Connecting with headspace Cowra some 35 minutes away was the first step in Reid’s recovery journey before
moving to the Shoalhaven in 2013.
“I was discovering who I was,” said Reid.
“I remember lying in bed one night at about 12:30 am and realising that I’m transgender and needed help, so
I emailed headspace Nowra and was contacted the following day,” added Reid.
Reid began seeing a headspace GP who started administering testosterone and a Psychologist who provided
support with the transition.
Reid describes it as an incredibly challenging time:
“I felt like I was going through a second puberty, physically, emotionally and mentally - at the age of 23.”
“headspace gave me so many strategies to cope, they never spoke at me, I was always involved in any plans
and always felt like my voice was heard,” said Reid.
Around this time Reid also reached out to peers on a Facebook group page, appealing to anyone who could
relate to this journey. Someone responded and offered to meet with Reid to share their own experience.

“The value I received from that saved my life,” said Reid.
“It has helped make me who I am today – someone who is out and proud and determined to help others who
are going on this journey,” added Reid.
Reid has since been employed as an LGBTI Peer Facilitator for headspace and will be starting up ‘Pride Space’
for young people aged 16-23 who identify as LGBTI and gender diverse to meet up, chat and get support at
headspace Nowra.
To find out more call headspace Nowra on (02) 4421 5388.
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Ashleigh was referred to Grand Pacific Health’s (GPH)
Integrated Team Care (ITC) program in the Australian
Capital Territory (ACT), through her GP as an Aboriginal
woman living with chronic illness.
Ashleigh was struggling to afford specialist visits and
as a result wasn’t managing too well. She suffers from
sleep apnoea and was using a 10-year-old mask with her
Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) machine held together with sticky tape, which also had tubes that
contained mould. Ashleigh’s other conditions included
an injured foot, reflex sympathetic nervous dystrophy,
chronic pain, asthma, major depression and anxiety.
Managing her pain was a daily struggle and her
medication was costing her a lot of money but despite
taking dozens of pills, they weren’t really working for her.
She was also on a long waiting list to have an MRI for
her right foot.
“I couldn’t afford to keep living that way,” said Ashleigh.
Her Support Worker Taylor – a Registered Nurse with GPH,
helped get Ashleigh a referral to a private pain specialist
and GPH assisted with funding this. Changes were made
to her daily medications and she was also able to legally
access marijuana oil to manage her pain and anxiety.

how far her dystrophy condition had degenerated in her
right foot meaning specialists can now target that
effectively, and she was also assisted to obtain a
Mental Health Care Plan to access affordable
psychological services.
“Taylor has been wonderful, open and honest about the
services GPH can and cannot assist with.”
“She has helped to connect me with services I wouldn’t
otherwise have been able to find or afford.”
“She also came with me to appointments, which
sometimes meant wiping dribble off the floor from my
service dog who comes with me to help manage my
anxiety in public,” added Ashleigh.
Taylor says seeing how far Ashleigh has come makes her
happy:
“She was in a really bad place with her health
management when I met her and was clearly struggling
financially with her medications as well.”
“Seeing her so much happier and healthier now is why
I got into health care, and why I still love my job after
working here for 3 years,” added Taylor.

GPH’s ITC Program also paid for a new mask and tubes
for her CPAP machine, which means she is able to use the
equipment and sleep through the night. An MRI revealed

ASHLEIGH’S
STORY
“SEEING HER SO
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MUCH HAPPIER AND
HEALTHIER NOW
IS WHY I GOT INTO
HEALTH CARE, AND
WHY I STILL LOVE MY
JOB AFTER WORKING
HERE FOR 3 YEARS,”

“HE WAS BRINGING

UP SUBJECTS,
OPENING UP AND
WAS COMFORTABLE
SHARING AROUND
THE FIRE,”
Pictured: George, Dan & Troy

DAN’S STORY
The first thing Dan’s Support Workers are quick to say is:
‘Dan has come such a long way!’

“He was bringing up subjects, opening up and was
comfortable sharing around the fire,” said Troy.

The Dan you meet today is confident in who he is and has
strategies in place to manage his anxiety.

Dan has some vivid memories from that camp that have
had a deep impact on him. He remembers listening to
one of Uncle Noels stories about how everyone has a
place in the mob – even the ones who might look lazy
sitting around all day, they hear everything that goes on
and pass on the news, he told everyone.

Past experiences have meant he struggles dealing with
people in authority, so he comes prepared to certain
meetings with lists of points he’s considered earlier that
he’d like to raise - in case he begins to struggle or
‘black out’.
It doesn’t take long before Dan no longer needs the list
when we meet and he talks freely about the difficult
series of events that lead up to him reaching out to Grand
Pacific Health’s Housing Accommodation Support
Initiative Team known as ‘HASI’.
Childhood trauma has played a significant role in Dan’s
battle with mental health over many years. He threw
himself into being a stay home dad and while he loved
every minute of that, he began to struggle leaving the
house, he felt attacked for the important role he was
playing and describes never feeling good enough.
Dan’s wife leaving was a major trigger that exacerbated
his condition, so he reconnected with a psychologist and
began seeing Troy and George at HASI Ulladulla.
The guys invited him to a Men’s Camp in 2018 held at
Uncle Noel and Aunty Trish Butlers property. Dan felt
intimidated by some of the blokes and spent the first
few hours in his tent - contemplating leaving. Troy came
alongside him, helped him connect with others and by
the third day Dan was ‘a different person’ according to
Troy:

This struck a chord with Dan:
“For years I felt disempowered and ridiculed for being a
stay at home dad but I realise now that was my purpose.”
“The unique thing about having the privilege of attending
an Indigenous camp, is that you get treated as family
-everyone is treated equally no matter what your
background is and there is a great sense of belonging,”
added Dan.
This year when Dan attended the camp he basically took
on a peer support role, showing just how far he has come.
Dan is also completing a Certificate 3 in Individual
Support (Disability), with plans to become a Support
Worker himself.
‘’I used to struggle finishing things,” said Dan.
“I would come up with all kinds of excuses but then I
learned to think about what is the cost of doing
something versus not doing something? What would
I actually be missing out on and then I push through,”
added Dan.
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GPH services are supported by funding from COORDINARE – South Eastern
NSW Primary Health Network (PHN) and Capital Health Network - ACT PHN,
through the Australian Governments PHN Program. GPH also gratefully
acknowledges the financial and other support from the NSW Ministry of
Health and the Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District.
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